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This paper explicitly determines the core of a torsion-free, integrally closed
module over a two-dimensional regular local ring. It is analogous to a result of
Huneke and Swanson which determines the core of an integrally closed ideal. The
main result asserts that the core of a finitely generated, torsion-free, integrally
closed module over a two-dimensional regular local ring is the product of the
module and a certain Fitting ideal of the module. The technical tools used are
quadratic transforms and Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity. Q 1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
w xA recent result of Huneke and Swanson HnkSwn explicitly determines
the core of an integrally closed ideal over a two-dimensional regular local
ring. Here, the core of an ideal I is the intersection of all reductions of I.
The concept of the core of an ideal was introduced by Sally in the late
w x1980s. It is first alluded to in RsSll . We recall that a subideal J of an
ideal I is a reduction of I, if I is contained in the integral closure of J.
Equivalently, J is a reduction of I if there exists a positive integer n such
that I n s JI ny1.
w xHuneke and Swanson HnkSwn prove that if I is an integrally closed
ideal over a two-dimensional regular local ring then the core of I is a
product of I and a certain Fitting ideal of I. Furthermore, they show that
this Fitting ideal is integrally closed and deduce that the core of I is
integrally closed.
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w xThis paper generalizes the main theorem of HnkSwn to finitely gener-
ated, torsion-free integrally closed modules. We obtain an explicit formula
for the core of such a module and show that it is also an integrally closed
module.
The concept of reductions and integral closures for finitely generated,
torsion-free modules over a Noetherian domain was introduced by Rees
w x  .Rs . For details see Section 1.
The study of the core of an ideal has been partly motivated by a
 wtheorem of BriancËon and Skoda see BrnSkd, LpmSth, LpmTss, Lpm,
x.HchHnk, RsSll, Swn, AbrHnk . Likewise, the study of the core of a
 .module, denoted core M and defined to be the intersection of all reduc-
tions of M, is partly relevant due to a recent BriancËon]Skoda type
w xtheorem of Katz and Kodiyalam KtzKdy for finitely generated, torsion-
free, integrally closed modules over two-dimensional regular local rings.
w xOne of the crucial ideas used by Huneke and Swanson HnkSwn in
determining the core of a complete ideal I is the notion of a quadratic
transform of I and the fact that the multiplicity of an ideal decreases on
w xtaking quadratic transforms. Recently, Kodiyalam Kdy has introduced the
ideas of transforms for finitely generated, torsion-free modules over two-
dimensional regular local rings. He also shows that the Buchsbaum]Rim
multiplicity of a finitely generated, torsion-free module decreases on
taking transforms.
With these ideas in place we can generalize the theorem of Huneke and
Swanson to finitely generated, torsion-free, integrally closed modules. The
following theorem is the main result of this paper.
 .THEOREM 2.10. Let R, m, k be a two-dimensional regular local ring
with infinite residue field. Let M be a finitely generated, torsion-free, complete
R-module of rank r. Let A be an n = n y r presenting matrix for M. Then,
core M s I A M , .  .ny ry1
 .where I A is the ideal of R generated by the n y r y 1 minors of A.ny ry1
We prove this result in Section 2. The structure of the proof is patterned
w xafter the proof of Huneke and Swanson HnkSwn for the theorem for the
core of an ideal. In Section 1 we discuss some preliminaries.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Integral Closures and Reductions of Modules
We review the notions of integral closures and reductions for torsion-free
w xmodules over arbitrary Noetherian domains as developed by Rees Rs .
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Let R be a Noetherian domain and let K be its field of fractions. Let M
be a finitely generated, torsion-free R module. By M we denote theK
finite-dimensional K-vector space M m K. If N is a submodule of M,R
then N is naturally identified with a subspace of M .K K
We say a ring between R and its field of fractions K is a birational
o¨erring of R. For any birational overring S of R, we let MS denote the
S-submodule of M generated by M. There is a canonical R-moduleK
homomorphism from M m S onto MS. Its kernel is the submodule ofR
R-torsion elements. Hence, M m S modulo S-torsion and MS are isomor-R
phic as S modules.
DEFINITION 1.1. With notation as above, an element ¨ g M is said toK
be integral over M if ¨ g MV for every discrete valuation ring V of K
containing R. The integral closure of M, denoted M, is the set of all
elements of M that are integral over M. The module M is said to beK
integrally closed or complete if M s M.
It is clear that M is an R-submodule of M which contains M. In fact,K
since any valuation domain of K which contains R also contains its
integral closure R in K, we have that M is an R module. Rees shows in
w xRs, Lemma 1.1 that M is a finitely generated R-module exactly when R
 .qis a finitely generated R-module. He also shows that in this case, if ]
qq .denotes the functor Hom ], R , then M can be naturally identifiedR
qqwith a submodule of M and that M : M . Thus, if R is a NoetherianK
normal domain, in particular, if R is a two-dimensional regular local ring
 .  .M : M** where ] * denotes the functor Hom ], R .R
Before we state Theorem 1.2 we require some notations and results
about symmetric algebras and exterior powers associated to a module.
For a Noetherian domain R and a finitely generated, torsion-free
 .R-module M, let S M denote the image of the symmetric algebra
R . K  .Sym M in the Sym M under the canonical map. As an R-algebra,K
 . R .S M is Sym M modulo its ideal of R-torsion elements. The symmetric
R .algebra Sym M is a non-negatively graded R-algebra whose nth graded
piece is the nth symmetric power of M for each positive integer n. The
R .  .canonical homomorphism of Sym M onto S M is a graded R-module
homomorphism, the kernel of this map being the ideal of R-torsion
 .elements. Thus, S M is a graded R-algebra whose nth graded component
 .is the nth torsion-free symmetric power, denoted S M of M. If A sn[ A is a graded subalgebra of B s [ B then the integraln nnG 0 nG 0
K  .closure of A in B is a graded subalgebra of B. Since Sym M is aK
polynomial ring over K and hence integrally closed, S M is contained in .
K  .Sym M and is a graded domain. In particular, the homogeneous gradedK
component of degree 1 of S M can be identified with a submodule of .
K  .Sym M s M .1 K K
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n  .We denote by H M the nth exterior power of the module M and by
 .  .E M the nth exterior power modulo R-torsion. Then E M is then n
n  . n  .  .image of H M in H M via the canonical map. If rank M s r,K R
r  .then H M is an R-module of rank 1 contained in K and hence is
isomorphic to an ideal of R. If N is a submodule of M of the same rank,
 .  .  .then E N is contained in E M and fixing an isomorphism of E Mr r r
 .with an ideal of R we can identify E N as a subideal.r
wThe following fundamental theorem due to Rees Rs, Theorems 1.2 and
x1.5 gives three different characterizations of when an element is integral
over a module.
 .THEOREM 1.2 Rees . Let R be a Noetherian domain and let M be a
finitely generated, torsion-free module of rank r. For an element ¨ g M , theK
following are equi¨ alent:
1. The element ¨ is integral o¨er M in the sense of Definition 1.1.
K  .  .2. The element ¨ g M s Sym M is integral o¨er S M .K 1 K
 .3. Under some isomorphism of E M q R¨ with an ideal I of R, ther
 .subideal J corresponding to E M is a reduction of the ideal I.r
We will next state the definition of reductions for modules and a
fundamental theorem about minimal reductions.
DEFINITION 1.3. Let R be a Noetherian domain and M a finitely
generated, torsion-free R-module. A submodule N of M is said to be a
reduction of M if M ; N. If in addition we assume that R is a local
 .domain and let n N denote the number of minimal generators of M, N is
 .said to be a minimal reduction of M if n N is minimal over the set of all
possible reductions of M.
w xThe following result of Rees Rs, Lemma 2.2 generalizes to modules the
theorem that any m-primary ideal of a d-dimensional, Noetherian local
 .ring R, m with infinite residue field has a d-generated reduction, where
d ) 0.
 .THEOREM 1.4 Rees . Let R be a d-dimensional, Noetherian local do-
main with infinite residue field and M a non-free, finitely generated, torsion-free
R-module. Then M has a minimal reduction which is generated by at most
 .rank M q d y 1 elements. Further, a minimal basis of a minimal reduc-R
tion of M forms part of a minimal basis for M. In particular, when d s 2, M
 .has a rank M q 1 generated minimal reduction.R
The next proposition shows that if a minimal reduction of M is gener-
ated by l elements then any general set of l elements of M generates a
minimal reduction of M.
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 .PROPOSITION 1.5. Let R, m be a d-dimensional, Noetherian local do-
main with infinite residue field k, and M a non-free, finitely generated
torsion-free R-module. Let f , f , . . . f be minimal generators of a minimal1 2 l
 .reduction N of M. Then the set of elements g g M such that f , f , . . . f , g1 2 ly1
is a reduction of M generates M and its image is Zariski open in MrmM.1
Proof. Let h , h , . . . h be a fixed set of generators for M. Fix an1 2 t
 .  .embedding of M into a free module F where rank M s rank F . FixR R
a basis for F and express each h in terms of this basis. Consider thei
 .torsion-free symmetric algebra of M, S M , which is contained in
R . w xSym F s R T , T , . . . T . Each h corresponds to a linear form in1 2 r i
R Ä .Sym F , which we denote as h , and these linear forms are the generatorsi
Ä .  .  .of S M . Let `` '' denote the image of h in S M rmS M . Consider the1 i 1 1
fiber ring
S M . NoetherÄ Ä Ä Ä Ä Äs k h , h , . . . h ¢ k f , f , . . . f .1 2 t 1 2 lmS M Normalization .
Ä Ä ÄFix f , f , . . . f . By Noether Normalization we can choose g such thatÄ1 2 ly1
Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä Äk f , f , . . . f , g ¨ k h , h , . . . h ) .Ä1 2 ly1 1 2 t
finite
t Äand g s  u h ; u g k, as k is infinite. We note that there existÄ js1 i j j i j
infinitely many such g. Indeed, the set of g which are chosen as aboveÄ Ä
 .  .generates S M rmS M . By the proof of normalization we can choose1 1
u g k such that they are in the complement of the solution set of a finitei j
number of equations; hence, this set is Zariski open. Finally,
Ä Ä Ä .f , f , . . . f , g is a reduction of M, for by the finiteness of the inclusionÄ1 2 ly1
 .  .in ) there exists an integer n such that S M :n
Ä Ä Ä .  .  .f , f , . . . f , g S M q mS M . By Nakayama's lemma we haveÄ1 2 ly1 ny1 n
Ä Ä Ä .  .  . w xS M s f , f , . . . f , g S M . By Theorem 1.5 of Rs the resultÄn 1 2 ly1 ny1
follows.
Buchsbaum]Rim Multiplicity
We will now review the definition of Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity for
modules. The concept of multiplicity for a module was introduced by
w x  w x.Buchsbaum and Rim in 1964 BchRm see also Krb .
1Here we are regarding MrmM as a finite-dimensional k-vector space and hence, as an
affine space over the field k.
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Let R be a Noetherian local ring of dimension d. Let P be an
R-module of finite length with a free presentation
G ª F ª P ª 0.
 . R . R .  .  .Let S G denote the image of Sym G in Sym F s S F . Then S G is
 .a graded subring of S F whose homogeneous components are denoted
 . w xS G . Buchsbaum and Rim BchRm, Theorem 3.1 showed that if R is an
Noetherian local ring of dimension d and P a finite length, non-zero
 R .  ..R-module, then l Sym F rS G is asymptotically given by a polyno-R n
 .  .mial function, p n , of n of degree rank F q d y 1 and that theR
normalized leading coefficient of this polynomial is independent of the
presentation chosen.
DEFINITION 1.6. With notation as above, the normalized leading coeffi-
 .  .cient of p n , denoted e P , is an invariant of P and is called the
Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity of P. The Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity of
the zero module is defined to be zero.
We note here that if I is an m-primary ideal of a Noetherian local ring,
 .R, m , then the Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity of RrI is the usual multi-
plicity of the ideal I.
Contracted Modules and Module Transforms
 .Throughout, R, m, k is a two-dimensional regular local ring with
infinite residue field.
We next discuss the structure of a finitely generated, torsion-free
R-module and review the notions of contracted modules and module
w xtransforms as developed by Kodiyalam Kdy .
Let M be a non-free, finitely generated, torsion-free R-module. M
embeds canonically in its double dual M** and it is well known that
 .depth M** G 2. From the Auslander]Buchsbaum formula it follows that
the projective dimension of M** is 0 and hence, M** is free. Let
M** s F. Since M is free on the punctured spectrum of R, FrM has
finite length. We have the following exact sequence
A M6 60 ª K G F ª FrM ª 0,
where K and G are free R-modules. Further, if F9 is any free module
containing M such that F9rM is of finite length then F9 is isomorphic to
w xF up to unique isomorphism Kdy, Proposition 2.1 .
 .  .Let rank M denote the rank of M and let n M denote the minimalR R
 .  .number of generators of M. We have rank M s rank F since FrM isR R
of finite length. Choose a basis for F and a minimal generating set for M
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and consider the matrix expressing this set of generators in terms of the
chosen basis of F. Considering the elements of F as column vectors we get
 .  .a rank M = n M representing matrix for M. By an abuse of notationR R
we let M denote the representing matrix for M. The ideal of maximal
 .  .minors, i.e., the minors of size rank M , is denoted I M . It is easy to seeR
 .that I M is independent of choices made and is an invariant of the
module. In the statement of the main theorem we consider a presenting
matrix A for M. We note here that this matrix is different from the
.representing matrix for M mentioned above. We also note that if M is a
 .free module then I M s R and if M is non-free then it follows from the
 .above exact sequence and the fact that FrM is finite length that I M is
m-primary.
DEFINITION 1.7. Let M be a finitely generated, torsion-free R-module.
w xLet S s R mrx be a birational overring of R where x is a minimal
generator of the maximal ideal m. We call MS the transform of M in S.
The module M is said to be contracted from S if M s MS l F regarded
as submodules of FS.
For an m-primary ideal I of R, the proper transform of I in S, denoted
S yr  . wby I , is defined to be the ideal x IS where r s ord I as in Hnk, p.
x326 . While by the above definition the transform of an ideal would merely
be its extension to IS. However, both of these definitions give isomorphic
S-modules which is all that is required in this context.
Now we recall, briefly, the notion of quadratic transforms of a two-di-
mensional regular local ring.
A first quadratic transform of R is a ring obtained by localizing a ring of
w x 2the form S s R mrx where x g m y m at a maximal ideal P containing
mS. Such a ring is a two-dimensional regular local ring and we define the
nth quadratic transform of R as the first quadratic transform of an
 .n y 1 st quadratic transform of R. In general, a quadratic transform of R
is an nth quadratic transform of R for some n. By convention, we regard
R as a quadratic transform of R with n s 0.
w xBy well-known results on quadratic transforms ZrsSml, p. 392 , if T is a
quadratic transform of R, there is a unique sequence of quadratic trans-
forms, R s T ; T ; ??? T ; T s T , where each T is a first0 1 ny1 n iq1
quadratic transform of T for i s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1.i
For an m-primary ideal I of R, the proper transform of the I in T is
T yr  .denoted I and is defined to be x IT where r s ord I . If T is a
localization of S, then it is clear that I T s I ST. For an iterated quadratic
transform T of R with the associated sequence R s T ; T ; ??? T0 1 ny1
; T s T , the proper transform of I in T is defined inductively asn
 Tny 1.TI .
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w xWe are now in a position to state several results of Kodiyalam Kdy
which we will need.
 .THEOREM 1.8 Kodiyalam . Let M be a finitely generated, torsion-free
R-module and F s M**. Then the following conditions are equi¨ alent:
2 w x1. There exists x g m y m so that M is contracted from S s R mrx .
  ..  .  .2. ord I M s n M y rank M .R R R
 .THEOREM 1.9 Kodiyalam . Let M be a finitely generated, torsion-free
complete R-module and T a quadratic transform of R. Then the transform MT
is a complete T-module.
 .The next two results discuss respectively the structure of the ideal I M
w x 2 wwhen M is contracted from S s R mrx for some x g m y m Kdy,
xTheorem 2.8 and the structure of the ideal of maximal minors of the
w xtransform, MT of M Kdy, Proposition 4.7 .
 .THEOREM 1.10 Kodiyalam . Let M be a finitely generated, torsion-free
w x 2R-module that is contracted from S s R mrx for some x g m y m . Then
 .for e¨ery n G 0, the module E M is contracted from S. In particular, whenn
 .  .  .n s rank M then the ideal I M s E M is contracted from S.R r
 .THEOREM 1.11 Kodiyalam . Let T be a quadratic transform of R and let
 .  .TM be a finitely generated, torsion-free R module. Then I MT s I M .
Finally, we state the theorem of Kodiyalam which says that the Buchs-
baum]Rim multiplicity of a module decreases on taking quadratic trans-
w xforms Kdy, Theorem 4.8 .
 .THEOREM 1.12 Kodiyalam . Let T be a quadratic transform of R and let
 . .M be a finitely generated, torsion-free R-module. Then e MT **rMT -
 .e M**rM .
2. THE CORE OF A MODULE
 .Let R, m, k be a two-dimensional regular local ring with maximal ideal
m and infinite residue field k.
2.1. Some Notation
 .Let M be a finitely generated, torsion-free R-module of rank M s r.R
Choose a set of minimal generators for M so that the first r q 1 of these
generators generate a minimal reduction N of M. We can do this by
Theorem 1.4.
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Let A be an n = n y r presenting matrix for M with the above choice
of generators of M. Then the sequence
A M6 60 ª K G F ª FrM ª 0 ) .
is exact.
Define B to be the n y r y 1 = n y r matrix obtained by deleting the
first r q 1 rows of A.
Let Bt denote the transpose of B.
Let r denote the ith row of A.i
 .Let J be the ideal generated by det r , B , i s 1, 2 ??? r q 1. In analogyi
w xwith Lemma 3.1 of HnkSwn , we have the following lemma.
t  .LEMMA 2.2. With notation as in 2.1, B presents the ideal N : M .
R
 .  .Furthermore, I B s N : M .ny ry1
R
Proof. Let L be the complex
A M6 6
L: 0 ª K G F ª FrM ª 0,
where the free module F has rank r and the free module G has rank n.
Let K be the complex
N 6
K: 0 ª R ª G9 F ª FrN ª 0,
where the free module G9 has rank r q 1. This last fact follows from
Theorem 1.4.
The map from FrN to FrM induces a map from K ª L. Consider the
standard construct of the mapping cone M of the dual map L* ª K* see
w x.Rtm, p. 175 . It follows from the fact that FrN is finite length that K* is
 . 2  .  .an acyclic complex and further, H K* s Ext FrN, R . Similarly, H L*0 R 0
2  .s Ext FrM, R . Consider the exact sequence 0 ª MrN ª FrN ªR
FrM ª 0. On dualizing this sequence, we get the exact sequence
0 ª Ext2 FrM , R ª Ext2 FrN , R ª Ext2 MrN, R ª 0. .  .  .R R R
wIt then follows, by a standard result of mapping cones PskSpz, Proposition
x2.6 , that M is acyclic. Also, after splitting off free copies of R from M we
 . tget that a presenting matrix of H M is B . It remains to show that0
N t
 .  .H M s N : M . To see this, consider the complex K*: 0 ª F ª G9 ª0
R
 .  .R ª 0 and note that H K* s RrI N by the Hilbert]Burch Theorem0
w x 2  .  . 2BrnHrz, Theorem 1.4.16 . This shows that Ext FrN, R s RrI N . ItR
2  . 2  .kThis implies that I N multiplies F into N. For, by local duality, Ext FrN, R sR
0 .  .H FrN s FrN and I N annihilates this module.m
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2  .  2  ..follows that Ext MrN, R s RrJ where J s ann Ext MrN, R . It isR R
 .  .clear that ann MrN s N : M : J. In fact, equality holds in thisR
R
2  .kinclusion. To see this we note that by local duality, Ext MrN, R sR
0 .  w x.H MrN s MrN see BrnHrz, Corollary 3.5.9 . Hence, J :m
 .  .  .  .ann MrN s N : M . Therefore, H M s N : M .R 0
R R
LEMMA 2.3. With notation as in 2.1,
I N s det r , B , det r , B ??? det r , B . .  .  .  . .1 2 rq1
wProof. By the Buchsbaum]Eisenbud Structure Theorem Hch, Theo-
x  w x.rem 7.1 and the theory of multipliers see Hch, pp. 44 and 45 there
exists an element c s arb, b / 0, of the fraction field of R such that
 .   .  .  ..cI N is equal to the ideal det r , B , det r , B ??? det r , B . This then1 2 rq1
 .   .  .  ..implies that aI N s b det r , B , det r , B ??? det r , B . By localizing1 2 rq1
 .the sequence ) on the punctured spectrum of R we get a split exact
sequence since FrM is of finite length. This shows that
  .  .  ..  .det r , B , det r , B ??? det r , B is m-primary. Also, I N is m-1 2 rq1
 .primary. Hence, we can conclude by a standard argument that I N s
  .  .  ..det r , B , det r , B ??? det r , B .1 2 rq1
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let M be a contracted module satisfying the hypothesis
 .of 2.1. Then, the ideal I B is also contracted.ny ry1
Proof. Take a minimal resolution of FrM satisfying the conditions
 .i the sequence
A M6 60 ª K G F ª FrM ª 0
is exact, where the free module F has rank r and the free module G has
rank n.
 .ii the first r q 1 columns of M generate a minimal reduction N of
M.
By minimality of the resolution we know that all entries of A and hence
  ..those of B are in the maximal ideal. Hence, m I B s n y r.ny ry1
  .. wIt is enough to show that ord I B s n y r y 1 Hnk, Propositionny ry1
x   ..2.3 . By way of contradiction, assume that ord I B G n y r. Thisny ry1
 . ny r  .implies that I B is contained in m . Consequently, I N ;ny ry1
 . ny rq1mI B ; m .ny ry1
 .  .   ..By Theorem 1.1, I N is a reduction of I M ; hence ord I N s
  ..ord I M . By Theorem 1.10 we know that since M is contracted from S,
 .   ..I M is contracted and it follows from Theorem 1.8 that ord I M s n y
r. This completes the proof.
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Remarks. 1. With notation as in 2.1 if some entry of A is a unit of R,
then there exists an entry of B which is a unit of R.
 .  .2. We first note that if y , y generate a minimal reduction of I N1 2
 .then y and y form part of a minimal generating set for I N and so by1 2
Lemma 2.2 we can write
rq1
y s l det r , B .1 i i
is1
rq1
y s t det r , B , .2 i i
is1
 .where l , t are units for some i, j. Also, y , y generate a minimali j 1 2
 .reduction of I M and so y and y form part of a minimal generating set1 2
 .for I M .
Proof of Remark 1. Assume that some entry of A is a unit. Further, we
may assume that this entry is of the form a after interchanging columnsi1
 4of A. If i g r q 2, r q 3 ??? n then there is nothing to prove. So, assume
after interchanging rows of A that a is a unit. We can, further, assume11
that a s 1. After performing elementary row operations consider the11
n = n y r matrix
1 ??? )
0 ??? )
. .A9 s . ??? .. . 0
0 ??? )
which has as its rows r , r y a r , . . . r y a r .1 2 21 1 n n1 1
 .Now, det r y a r , r y a r , . . . , r y a r s 0 where i si i1 1 rq2  rq2.1 1 n n1 1
2, 3, . . . r q 1. This says that
det r , B s a det r , r , . . . r q a det r , r , . . . r .  .  .i i1 1 rq2 n  rq2.1 i 1 n
q ??? qa det r , r ??? r . .n1 i rq2 1
Assume that each a is in the maximal ideal m of R for i s r q 2, . . . n.i1
rq1  .  .Then y s  a l det r , r , . . . r q g where g g mI M . This forces1 is1 i1 i 1 rq2 n
rq1 a l to be a unit. Similarly, rq1 a t is also a unit. This implies thatis1 i1 i is1 i1 i
 .y y ky g mI M where k is a unit of R. But this contradicts the fact that1 2
 .y y ky , y also generates a minimal reduction of I M . Hence, one of the1 2 2
a for i s r q 2, . . . n is a unit of R.i1
w xIn analogy with Proposition 3.3 of HnkSwn we have the following
proposition.
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PROPOSITION 2.5. Let M be a non-free, finitely generated, torsion-free
complete R-module. Let A be an n = n y r presenting matrix for M satisfying
the conditions of 2.1. Let B be the submatrix of A obtained after deleting the
 .  .first r q 1 rows of A. Then, the ideals I B and I A are equalny ry1 nyry1
and are integrally closed ideals.
Proof. Suppose that the resolution where A is the presenting matrix of
M is not minimal. This means that one of the entries of A is a unit of R
and by Remark 1, one of the entries of B is a unit of R. Without loss of
generality we may assume that some entry a of B is a unit and so alli j
other entries in the ith row and jth column are 0. This is because
 .  .elementary column transformations leave I A and I B unchanged fori i
all integers i. Then the matrix A9 obtained by deleting the ith row and jth
column is still a presenting matrix for M leaving out the redundant
 .  .generator of M. We note that for all integers i, I A s I A9 andi iy1
 .  .I B s I B9 , where B9 is the submatrix of A9 obtained by deleting thei iy1
 .first r q 1 rows of A9. So, we may assume that n s m M . Since M is
w xcomplete it is contracted Kdy, Proposition 4.3 . It then follows by Proposi-
 . w x 2tion 2.4 that I B is contracted from some R mrx , x g m y m . Byny ry1
 .Theorem 1.10, I M is contracted. As the residue field is infinite we can
2  .  .choose x g m y m such that both I B and I M are contractedny ry1
w xfromS s R mrx . Let P be a height 2 maximal ideal of S containing mS
and let T be the two-dimensional regular local ring S .P
Let Arx denote the matrix with entries in S obtained by dividing each
 .entry of A by x. We claim that matrix Arx presents the finitelyP
w x  .generated torsion-free module MT. By Kdy, Proposition 2.2 , I A s
 .  .  . ny r  . ny r  .SI M . It is then clear that I Arx s I A Srx s I M Srx s I M .
  ..The last equality follows since ord I M s n y r by Theorem 1.8.R
Let
G1
G2
M s ... 0
Gr
be the r = n matrix representing a set of generators of the module M in
terms of a chosen basis for F s M**.
Let
G rx n11
n2G rx2
M9 s ,... 0nrG rxr
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where the order of the ideal generated by G , the ith row of the matrix M,i
is n . Consider the complexi
 .  .Arx M 9P P6 60 ª KT GT MT** ª 0
which is acyclic by the Buchsbaum]Eisenbud exactness criterion
w xBchEnb2 .
 . .   .S .  .TAs noted above, I Arx s I M s I M . By Theorem 1.11P P
 .T  .   . ..I M s I MT ; hence height I Arx G 2. The above complex is aP
 .resolution of the module MT **rMT and once again, by Remark 1 we
may assume that the resolution is minimal. By Theorem 1.12,
 .  .e MT**rMT - e M**rM and by Theorem 1.9 MT is a complete mod-
ule, so by induction on the Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity of M we have,
I Arx s I Brx .  . .  .P Pnyry1 nyry1
and both these ideals are integrally closed.
So,
w x w xI Arx R mrx s I Brx R mrx .  .P Pnyry1 nyry1
w xand is integrally closed for each height 2 prime ideal P of R mrx . Hence,
 .  .I Arx s I Brx and is integrally closed in S.ny ry1 nyry1
Finally,
I A : x ny ry1I Arx l R s x ny ry1I Brx l R .  .  .ny ry1 nyry1 nyry1
s I B : I A .  .ny ry1 nyry1
and equality holds throughout.
 .Thus, I A is contracted from S and complete.ny ry1
w xIn analogy with Corollary 3.6 of HnkSwn , we have the following
corollary.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let M be a non-free, finitely generated, torsion-free,
complete R-module. Let N be any minimal reduction of M. Let A be an
n = n y r presenting matrix of M. Then,
I A s N : M . .  /ny ry1
R
Proof. Choose a presenting matrix A9 and B9 satisfying the conditions
 .of 2.1. By Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.2 we can conclude that I A9ny ry1
 .  .  .s I B9 s N : M . By the invariance of Fitting ideals I A sny ry1 nyry1
R
 .  .I A9 s N : M .ny ry1
R
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COROLLARY 2.7. Let M be a non-free, finitely generated, torsion-free,
complete R-module. Let N be a minimal reduction of M. Then with A and B
as abo¨e we ha¨e that
I A M s I A N s I B M s I B N. .  .  .  .ny ry1 nyry1 nyry1 nyry1
In particular,
I A M ; core M . .  .ny ry1
 .  .Proof. We will show that I A N s I B M; the other equali-ny ry1 nyry1
 .ties follow from Proposition 2.5. In particular, I A N is contained inny ry1
 .I B M.ny ry1
 .  .We want to show that I B M ; I A N.ny ry1 nyry1
As before let
G1
G2
M s ... 0
Gr
be the r = n matrix representing a set of generators of the module M in
terms of a chosen basis for F s M**.
Consider the matrix equation MA s 0. Summing the rows of this
equation times suitable n y r y 2 minors of B gives
I B M ; I A N. .  .ny ry1 nyry1
Finally, any reduction of M contains a minimal reduction of M, hence,
I A M s I B M s N : M M ; N ; core M . .  .  . /ny ry1 nyry1
R
The next lemma and proposition together help us prove the equality
 .  .core M s I A M.ny ry1
 .LEMMA 2.8. Let R, m, k be a two-dimensional regular local ring. Let M
be a non-free, finitely generated, torsion-free R-module of rank r and let N be
a minimal reduction of M. N is minimally generated by r q 1 elements, say
 .f , f , . . . f . If1 2 rq1
a f q a f q ??? qa f s 0,1 1 2 2 rq1 rq1
 .where the a g R, then a g I N . Furthermore, if M is a complete R-modulei i
 .then, for each i, a g I A where A is an n = n y r presenting matrixi nyry1
for M.
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 .Proof. Choose a minimal set of generators f , f , . . . f , . . . f for1 2 rq1 n
the module M. Let M be the r = n matrix representing a set of generators
of the module M in terms of a chosen basis for F s M**. Let N be the
 .r = r q 1 matrix C , C , . . . C where C , . . . C are the first r q 11 2 rq1 1 rq1
 .columns of the matrix M. Let I N be the ideal of maximal minors of the
 .  .matrix N; i.e., I N s D , D , . . . D where D is the minor computed1 2 rq1 i
after leaving out the column C .i
Then,
D f q D f q ??? qD f1 1 2 2 rq1 rq1
s det G , N q det G , N q ??? qdet G , N s 0, .  .  .1 2 r
where G is the ith row of the matrix N.i
Now, if a f q a f q ??? qa f s 0, then the r q 1 tuple1 1 2 2 rq1 rq1
 .  .a , a , . . . a is a multiple of the tuple D , D , . . . D over the1 2 rq1 1 2 rq1
fraction field of R. Hence, there exist non-zero elements c and d of R
 .  .such that c a , a , . . . a s d D , D , . . . D . Let J be the ideal gen-1 2 rq1 1 2 rq1
 .  .  .erated by a , a , . . . a . Then cJ s dI N . This says that I N ; c : d .1 2 rq1
R
 .  .Since I N is m-primary, we have that J s bI N , for some non-zero
 .element b of R and it follows that each a g I N . The last part followsi
from Lemma 2.2, Proposition 2.5, and footnote 2.
In order to state Proposition 2.9 we need some notation. Let M be a
 .non-free, finitely generated, torsion-free R, m, k module. We say that
f , f , . . . f are part of a minimal reduction of M if there exists f g M1 2 r rq1
 .actually, infinitely many such that f , f , . . . f , f is a minimal reduc-1 2 r rq1
tion of M.
PROPOSITION 2.9. Let M be a non-free, finitely generated, torsion-free,
 .complete R-module o¨er a two-dimensional regular local ring R, m, k with
infinite residue field.
Let f , f , . . . f be part of a minimal reduction of M. Then,1 2 r
f , f , . . . f , f s f , f , . . . f q I A M .  .  .F 1 2 r rq1 1 2 r nyry1
frq1
for any n = n y r presenting matrix A of M where f ¨aries o¨er allrq1
 .elements such that f , f , . . . f , f is a reduction of M.1 2 r rq1
Proof. The right-hand side is contained in the left-hand side by Corol-
lary 2.7. We want to show that the left-hand side is contained in the
right-hand side. We note that if N and M are R-modules such that
N : M and MrN has finite length, then N s M if and only if N s M l
 .0 : m .
N
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Let
a g f , f , . . . f , f . .F 1 2 r rq1
frq1
Fix one f and writerq1
a s a f q a f q ??? qa f q a f .1 1 2 2 r r rq1 rq1
 .It is enough to show that a g I A .rq1 nyry1
 .  .Assume, by way of contradiction, that a f I A . As I Arq1 nyry1 nyry1
ty1  .is m-primary there exists a least integer t such that m a f I Arq1 nyry1
t  . ty1and m a g I A . By multiplying a by an element of m , we mayrq1 nyry1
 .  .then assume that a f I A but that xa g I A for eachrq1 nyry1 rq1 nyry1
x g m.
 .  .Now, a f I A s N : M . Hence, there exists an element g grq1 nyry1
R
 .  .M such that a g f f , f , . . . f , f ; i.e., a f f , f , . . . f , f : g.rq1 1 2 r rq1 rq1 1 2 r rq1
R
 .Further, we may choose g such that f , f , . . . f , g is a reduction of M.1 2 r
This follows from the fact that the set of all elements g g M such that
 .f , f , . . . f , g is a reduction of M, generates M and is Zariski open in1 2 r
 .MrmM by Proposition 1.5. It is also true that f , f , . . . f , f q ug is a1 2 r rq1
reduction of M for infinitely many units u of R.
For each such unit u,
a s a f q a f q ??? qa f q a f q ug . .1u 1 2 u 2 r u r rq1u rq1
Now for any x g m,
xa f g I A M s I A f , f , . . . f , f q ug .  .  .rq1 rq1 nyry1 nyry1 1 2 r rq1
 .by Corollary 2.7. Therefore, there exist t , t , . . . t g I A such1 2 rq1 nyry1
that
xa f s t f q t f q ??? qt f q ug , .rq1 rq1 1 1 2 2 rq1 rq1
i.e.,
r
xa y a f s t f q t f q ??? qt f y ug . i i 1 1 2 2 rq1 rq1
is1
r
x a f q a f q ??? qa f q a f q ug y a f . . 1u 1 2 u 2 r u r rq1u rq1 i i
is1
s t f q t f q ??? qt f y ug . .1 1 2 2 rq1 rq1
 .By Lemma 2.8, the coefficient of f is in I N .rq1
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 .  .  .So, we conclude that xa y t g I N ; N : M s I A .rq1u rq1 nyry1
R
 .Hence, xa g I A . Since this holds for all x g m and all allow-rq1u nyry1
able units u, the set of all a generate an Rrm vector space inrq1u
 .RrI A . Let u , u , . . . u be units of R such that the elementsny ry1 1 2 c
a , a , . . . a are minimal generators of this vector space. Chooserq1u rq1u rq1u1 2 c
u different from all the u ; this is possible since the residue field k isi
 .infinite. We claim that a g I A . Now, there exist elements l inrq1u nyry1 i
R such that
c
ua y l u a g I A . .rq1u i i rq1u nyry1i
is1
Consider the following cases:
Case i.
c
a y l a g I A . .rq1u i rq1u nyry1i
is1
 .Then going mod I A we get two distinct linear combinations ofny ry1
a in terms of the basis vectors. Consequently, the l are zerorq1u i
 .  .mod I A . Hence, a g I A . Butny ry1 rq1u nyry1
a s a f q a f q ??? qa f q a f q ug . .1u 1 2 u 2 r u r rq1u rq1
 .  .This means that a g f , f , . . . f q I A M and hence the proposi-1 2 r nyry1
tion.
Case ii.
c
a y l a f I A . .rq1u i rq1u nyry1i
is1
Let l s c l y 1.is1 i
Then,
c
la s l a y a i
is1
c
s l a f q a f q ??? qa f q ug . . i 1u 1 2 u 2 rq1u rq1i i i
is1
y a f q a f q ??? qa f q ug . . .1u 1 2 u 2 rq1u rq1
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Therefore,
c
la s l a f q a f q ??? qa f . i 1u 1 2 u 2 rq1u rq1i i i
is1
rq1 c
y a f q l u a y ua g . iu i i i rq1u rq1ui /
is1 is1
But,
c
ua y l u a g g I A M .rq1u i i rq1u nyry1i /
is1
s I A N. .ny ry1
 .So, there exist elements t , t , . . . t g I A such that,1 2 rq1 nyry1
c
l u a y ua g s t f q t f q ??? qt f . i i rq1u rq1u 1 1 2 2 rq1 rq1i /
is1
Thus,
rq1
la s a f i i
is1
c
s l a f q a f q ??? qa f q a f . i 1u 1 2 u 2 r u r rq1u rq1i i i i
is1
rq1 rq1
y a f q t f . iu i i i
is1 is1
c  .It follows that, la y  l a q a y t g I A .rq1 is1 i rq1u rq1u rq1 nyry1ic  .Consequently, la y  l a q a g I A .rq1 is1 i rq1u rq1u nyry1i
 .  4.If l is a unit then a g I A q a , a . But,rq1 nyry1 rq1u rq1u i
 .  .a g, a , g g f , f , . . . f , f . This implies that a g I Arq1u rq1u 1 2 r rq1 rq1 nyry1i
 .  .q f , f , . . . f , f : g. Hence, a g f , f , . . . f , f : g. But this1 2 r rq1 rq1 1 2 r rq1
R R
contradicts our choice of g.
 . cIf l is not a unit then la g I A which implies that a y rq1 nyry1 rq1u is1
 .l a g I A . This contradicts our basic assumption for Case ii.i rq1u nyry1i
The proof is now complete.
We can now prove the main theorem.
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 .THEOREM 2.10. Let R, m, k be a two-dimensional regular local ring
with infinite residue field. Let M be a finitely generated, torsion-free, complete
R-module of rank r. Let A be an n = n y r presenting matrix A for M. Then,
core M s I A M , .  .ny ry1
 .where I A is the ideal generated by the n y r y 1 minors of A.ny ry1
Proof of Theorem 2.10.
Case i. We first consider the case when M is a non-free, finitely
generated, torsion-free, complete R module. We have already seen by
 .  .Corollary 2.7 that I A M ; core M . It remains to prove the reverseny ry1
 .inclusion. Let a g core M and let N be a minimal reduction of M that
is minimally generated by the elements f , f , . . . f . Then, by Proposi-1 2 rq1
tion 2.9, we have that
a s a f q a f q ??? qa f q b11 1 21 2 r1 r 1
s a f q ??? qa f q a f q b22 2 r 2 r rq12 rq1 2
...
s a f q a f q ??? qa f q b ,1 rq1 1 2 rq1 2 rq1 rq1 rq1 rq1
 .where the b 's are in I A M.i nyry1
Subtracting each of the equations pairwise and using Lemma 2.8 we
 .  .  .conclude that each a g I A . Thus, core M ; I A M.i j nyry1 nyry1
Case ii. Let M be a free module of rank r. Let A be any presenting
matrix for M. The ideal of n y r y 1 minors of A is by definition the
 .r q 1st Fitting ideal of A which by definition is R. Hence, core M s M
 .s I A M. This completes the proof of the theorem.ny ry1
As an application of Theorem 2.10 we have a formula relating the
Buchsbaum]Rim multiplicity of a complete module M with the length of
 .  .M**rcore M and the length of RrI A .ny ry1
COROLLARY 2.11. With notation as in Theorem 2.10,
e M**rM s l Frcore M y r q 1 l RrI A . .  .  .  . .  .ny ry1
 .Proof. Let N be a minimal reduction of M. Then e M**rM s
 . w xl FrN BchRm, Corollary 4.5; Kdy, Proposition 3.8 . Consider the exact
 .  .sequence, 0 ª NrI A N ª Frcore M ª FrN. It follows thatny ry1
 .   ..   . .e M**rM s l Frcore M y l NrI A N . We claim that Nrny ry1
 .   .. rq1I A N is isomorphic to RrI A . Let f , f , . . . f be any ry1 nyry1 1 2 rq1
set of minimal generators for N. Define a homomorphism F: Rrq1 ª
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 .  .  .NrI A N given by F e s f q I A N, where e is a standardny ry1 i i nyry1 i
basis vector of Rrq1. F is a surjective homomorphism. It is clear that
 . rq1I A R is contained in the kernel of F. If a e q a e qny ry1 1 1 2 2
??? qa e is in the kernel of F then a f q a f q ??? a f grq1 rq1 1 1 2 2 rq1 rq1
 .I A N. Thus, a f q a f q ??? a f s t f q ??? t f and byny ry1 1 1 2 2 rq1 rq1 1 1 rq1 rq1
 .Lemma 2.8 we can conclude that each a g I A . Hence, the kerneli nyry1
rq1 .of F is I A R . This proves the claim. The corollary follows.ny ry1
w xEXAMPLE 1. Let R s k x, y . Let M be the rank 2 R-module x, y .
generated by the columns of the matrix
x y 0 0
M s .2 /0 x y xy
Let N be the minimal reduction of M given by
x y 0
N s .2 /0 x y
M is a complete, indecomposable module and the first three generators of
 .M generate a minimal reduction of M satisfying notation 2.1 . We
 .compute core M . A presenting matrix of M is given by
yy2 0
xy 0A s .
0 x 0yx yy
The submatrix B obtained from A by deleting the first 2 q 1 s 3 rows is
 .yx yy . Thus, the ideal of 1 minors of B and of A is m. Hence,
 .core M s mM.
w xEXAMPLE 2. Let R s k x, y . Let M be the rank 2 R-module x, y .
generated by the columns of the matrix
x y2 x 2 0 0 xy
M s .
2 3 3 2 /y x 0 x x y 0
Let N be the minimal reduction of M given by
x y2 x 2
N s .
2 3 /y x 0
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M is a complete module and the first three generators of M generate a
 .  .minimal reduction of M satisfying notation 2.1 . We compute core M . A
presenting matrix of M is given by
0 0 x 2 0
yy 0 yx 0
0 0 0 yx
A s .0 yy 0 x
0 x yy 0 0
x 0 0 y
The submatrix B obtained from A by deleting the first 2 q 1 s 3 rows is
0 yy 0 x
0 x yy 0B s . 0x 0 0 y
 .  . 3  . 3  . 3  .  4I B s I A s m . Thus, core M s m M. I M s m and I N s x3 3
4 2 2 5. 2 3 2y y , x y , x . We note that m [ m ; M ; m [ m . Hence, 4 -
 .l FrM - 9. We use Corollary 2.11 to compute the length of FrM. We
have
e M**rM s l FrN s l Frcore M y r q 1 l RrI A . .  .  .  .  . .  .ny ry1
2  .  .By the proof of Lemma 2.2 Ext FrN, R s RrI N . By local duality,R
2  .k 0 .  w x.Ext FrN, R s H FrN s FrN see BrnHrz, Corollary 3.5.9 .R m
 .   ..k   ..  .Hence, l FrN s l RrI N s l RrI N . Therefore, e M**rM s
 .   ..   ..  .l FrN s l RrI N s 14. Hence, l Frcore M s 14 q 3 6 s 32.
Now consider the exact sequence,
0 ª m2Mrm3M ª Frm3M ª Frm2M ª 0.
2 3  2 . 2The length of m Mrm M s n m M and since m M is a complete
 2 .  2 .module it follows by Theorem 1.8 that n m M s rank m M qR
 2 .   . .  2 .ord m M s 2 q 2 2 q 4 s 10. Hence, l Frm M s 22. Similarly, by
considering the exact sequence 0 ª mMrm2M ª Frm2M ª FrmM ª 0,
we get that the length of FrmM is 14. Then, finally, considering the
 .sequence 0 ª MrmM ª FrmM ª FrM ª 0 we have l FrM s 14 y 6
s 8.
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